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This invention relates to writing implements
5

Figure 7 is a longitudinal diametric section

such as pencils, pens and the like and has spe of the sixth form.
cial reference to a finger grip attachment for
In the form of the invention shown in Figures
Writing implements.
1 and 2 there is provided a sleeve to having a
One important object of the present inven Smooth cylindrical bore f l and having its side

tion is to provide a novel form of finger grip at wall provided with a slit ?2 extending from end
tachment for the purpose described and which to end of the sleeve. This sleeve has its wall thick
is so constructed as to enable it to be readily at each end and the middle and thinner between

O
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applied and removed.
A second important object of the invention is
to provide a novel attachment for the purpose

of an elastic sleeve having straight slit means
In the form shown in Figure 2 the sleeve has
opening at both ends of the sleeve and extend a cylindrical body 6 provided with an enlarged
ing substantially through the entire length of or swollen end portion 7. This form of the in

vention has a smooth cylindrical bore 18 and is
A third important object of the invention is to provided with a straight slot 9 extending from
provide such a sleeve having a novel construc end to end of the sleeve.
tion including at least one finger supporting
In the form of the invention shown in Fig
ridge.
ure 3 there is provided a cylindrical sleeve 20
A fourth important object of the invention is having a smooth cylindrical bore 2 and pro

Such sleeve.

20

the middle and end portions So as to provide a

sinuous surface. The thick end portions are
shown at 3, the middle portion at 4 and the
set forth and which attachment is in the form intermediate portions at 5.

O
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to provide a novel form of elastic or resilient vided with straight aligned slots 22 extending
sleeve of this type having a plurality of spaced from each end to a point adjacent the longitu
thick walled portions alternating with thin wall dinal center of the sleeve.
25

35

40

portions thus forming finger stops and also en
The body 23 of the sleeve shown in Figures 4 25
suring tight gripping of the sleeve on the Writing and 5 is of the same exterior form as that shown
implement at those points not under the grip in Figure 1 and has a straight slot 24 extending
from end to end of the sleeve. The bore 25 of
ping influence of the user's fingers.
A fifth important object of the invention is to this sleeve is provided With helical inwardly pro
provide a novel arrangement of cushioning jecting ribs 26 and 27 so as to resemble a double 30
means on the interior of Such a Sleeve.
threaded nut. Also the sleeve is provided with
A sixth important object of the invention is to radial perforations 28 opening internally between
provide ventilating means for the spaces betWeen the ribs.
In Figures 6 and 7 a form is shown the body
the novel cushioning means above mentioned.
With the above and other objects in View as 35 of which is exteriorly like Figure 1 and has a 35
will be hereinafter apparent, the invention con similar slot 36. The bore 37 of this form is pro
sists in general of certain novel details of con vided interiorly with annular grooves 38 spaced
struction and combinations of parts hereinafter longitudinally of the bore S0 as to provide a series
fully described, illustrated in the accompanying of spaced annular ribs 39 between which open
40
radial perforations 40.
drawing and specifically claimed.
It will be seen that the ends of each of these
In the accompanying drawing like characters
of reference indicate like parts in the Several forms are rounded in somewhat segmento-spherin
Cal form.
Views, and:
The material of which each form of the inven
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a pencil having
tion is made is Such as to possess a considerable 45
one form of the sleeve applied thereto.
Figure 2 is a side elevation of a second form of degree of elasticity or resilency. For instance,
Such a sleeve.

Figure 3 is a side elevation of a third form of
Sleeve.
50

Figure 4 is a side elevation of a fourth form
of sleeve.

Figure 5 is a longitudinal diametric section. Of
the fourth form.

Figure 6 is a side elevation of a sixth form of
Sleeve.

the sleeve may be made of rubber, a synthetic
resin or other suitable material. The bore, in

each case, is of Such diameter as to fit closely
on the writing implement so that it will resist 50

tendency to slide longitudinally of the imple

ment. At the same time the construction is such,
due to the straight slotting of the body, that the
sleeve may be loosened from the implement by
inserting one's finger nail or a suitable tool, Such 55

2
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end of the sleeve, said sleeve having at least
as a knife blade, in the slot and exerting prying to
One circumferentially enlarged portion forming

0
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action to force the edges of the slot apart. This
is particularly advantageous when the sleeve an abutment for the fingers when grasping the
Sticks to the implement as when ink hardens be sleeve, said sleeve being provided with a bore and
tween the sleeve and a pen holder. Also the ribs having inwardly extending spaced ribs, said ribs
assist in this freeing action since they lessen the extending circumferentially and annularly of the
area in contact with the implement and the per bore.
4. A writing implement attachment consisting
forations further assist this action by preventing
the formation of partial vacuum between the ribs of a one piece sleeve having a straight slot ex
tending through its wall and extending from end 0
When it is desired to remove the sleeve.
It is further to be noted that such a one piece to end of the sleeve, said sleeve being provided
sleeve With a straight slot costs less to manufact with a bore and having inwardly extending spaced
ture than sleeves with irregular slots or without ribs, said ribs extending helically and in parallel
a slot since the present devices can be made in from end to end of the sleeve.
5. A Writing implement attachment consisting 5
simple dies and with fewer operations.
There has thus been provided a simple and of a one piece sleeve having a straight slot ex
efficient device of the kind described and for the tending through its wall and extending from
purpose specified.
end to end of the sleeve, said sleeve being pro
It is obvious that minor changes may be made vided with a bore and having in Wardly extending
in the form and construction of the invention spaced ribs, said ribs extending circumferentially 20

and annularly of the bore, said sleeve having
without departing from the material spirit there perforations
extending through its Wall and open
of. It is not, therefore, desired to confine the
between said ribs.
invention to the exact form herein shown and ing6. inwardly
A writing implement attachment consist

described, but it is desired to include all such

2. 5 as properly come within the scope claimed.

Having thus described the invention, what is

claimed as new, is:

1. A writing implement attachment consisting

ing of a one piece sleeve having a straight slot
extending through its wall and extending from
end to end of the sleeve, Said sleeve having at
least One circumferentially enlarged portion

of a one piece sleeve having a straight slot ex forming an abutment for the fingers when
tending through its Wall and extending from end grasping the sleeve, said sleeve being provided
to end of the sleeve, said sleeve having at least with a bore and having inwardly extending spaced
One circumferentially enlarged portion forming ribs, said ribs extending circumferentially and
an abutment for the fingers when grasping the annularly of the bore, said sleeve having perfora
sleeve, said sleeve being provided with a bore and tions extending through its Wall and opening in

having inwardly extending spaced ribs extend wardly between said ribs.
7. A Writing implement attachment consisting
2. A writing implement attachment consisting of a one piece sleeve having a straight slot ex

ing around the bore.

of a one piece sleeve having a straight slot ex
tending through its wall and extending from end
to end of the sleeve, said sleeve being provided
with a bore and having inwardly extending Spaced
ribs, said ribs extending circumferentially and

35

tending through its Wall and extending from

end to end of the sleeve, said sleeve being pro

vided with a bore and having inwardly extending
spaced ribs, said ribs extending helically and in
parallel
from end to end of the sleeve, said sleeve
having perforations extending through its wall
annularly of the bore.
3. A Writing implement attachment consisting and opening inwardly between said ribs.
of a one piece sleeve having a straight slot ex

tending through its wall and extending from end
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